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a b s t r a c t 

Digitally signed documents must remain stored for many years. In this paper, a scheme 

that would allow maintaining signature validity without the necessity to use timestamps 

from trusted third parties is proposed. According to the scheme, after inserting data into 

a blockchain, a user can store a signed document in his storage without the need to per- 

form any maintenance actions in the future. The Round-based Blockchain Time-stamping 

Scheme is proposed that is scalable, i.e., it requires embedding a constant number of bytes 

into a blockchain independent from a number of input documents. The scheme allows to 

prove that a document existed not only before a certain date, but after a certain date as 

well. Moreover, the purpose of the scheme is to meet non-repudiation requirements for 

digitally signed documents. The scheme allows verifying signature validity using a chain 

model and under some conditions using a modified shell model. 
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1. Introduction 

Many signed digitally documents must remain stored for many years. Digital signatures are valid as long as the certificate

of a signer’s public key is valid (usually two years). Any additional actions must be taken to enable verification in a longer

period (20 or more years). The simplest one is to add a trusted timestamp immediately after signing a document. Several

trusted authorities offer such on-line services. A timestamp is a digital signature of a hash of a signed document and current

time that is created by a Trusted Authority (TA). Therefore, it will also expire. Hence, any long-term archive that uses trusted

timestamps to maintain validity of digital signatures must periodically re-timestamp all documents. 

Nowadays, blockchain technology has become very popular, what is mainly caused by introducing Bitcoin cryptocurrency

[1] . In practice, cryptographic techniques which are used to build a blockchain, i.e. hash functions, hash linking, hash trees

and authenticated dictionaries have been known for many years. The basic property of a blockchain is immutability, i.e., the

blockchain ledger contains permanent, non-editable and unchangeable transactions’ history. 

The blockchain does not require cryptocurrency to exists [2] . In general, there are two types of blockchains: permissioned

and permissionless [3] . The cryptocurrencies are based on permissionless blockchains, where anyone can anonymously par-

ticipate in block mining. Such blockchains are usually based on Proof-of-Work (PoW) consensus. In the PoW approach,

creating (mining) a new block requires solving a computational problem using brute force. The computational problem, for

example in Bitcoin, is finding a hash with a given number of zeros at the beginning. In practice, this approach causes that
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it is computationally impossible to change a blockchain used by a popular cryptocurrency under the condition that no one

has more than 50% of the computing power. 

In contrary, the permissioned blockchains work in private networks, where participants are whitelisted [2] . The per-

missioned blockchains usually use Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) algorithm as a consensus mechanism. A good

example of a permissioned blockchain implementation and evaluation was described in 2019 by Knirsch et al. [4] . More-

over, the data in a blockchain can be stored using two approaches. In first, data are embedded into a blockchain (on-chain

storage). In second, hashes of records are embedded into a blockchain (off-chain storage). 

The first solution that allows eliminating re-timestamping operation was to publish periodically a hash from a current

block on a trusted third-party website or print in a daily newspaper [5] . A few years after Bitcoin was introduced several

solutions that use Bitcoin to permanently store a hash were presented. Mainly, because it is possible to read the time

when each block in a blockchain was mined. Because of that, when it is possible to insert a hash from a document into

a cryptocurrency blockchain, then block mining time can act as (trusted) timestamp. In 2012, Clark and Essex [6] showed

a general approach to carbon dating and proposed CommitCoin. Stavrou and Voas [7] analysed different approaches for a

blockchain that can be used for timestamping purposes. 

Several techniques of data insertion into Bitcoin were proposed and reviewed by Sward et al. [8] , e.g. inserting a hash

as a Bitcoin address in a transaction (what in fact is a hash of a user public key). Gao and Nobuhara [9] also proposed

storing data in a blockchain by encoding it into Bitcoin address. In their experiments, the transactions were recorded in

approximately 24 min with a minimum cost of 0.0 0 05BTC. Currently, a few commercial services that allow to embed a

hash into Bitcoin exist, e.g. BTProof, po.et , or OrginStamp . One of the most advanced projects that allow timestamping using

Bitcoin is OpenTimestamps project [10] that uses Merkle hash trees to aggregate data before embedding it into Bitcoin. The

purpose of the OpenTimestamps is to provide a scalable timestamping service. 

Moreover, other cryptocurrencies can be used to embed a hash into a blockchain using a simpler approach, e.g., smart

contracts in Ethereum. Such an application of smart contracts is used as an example in Ethereum tutorials. Execution of a

smart contract function that changes it state requires payments using Ethereum gas. Additionally, there are several possible

attacks and problems related to smart contracts [11] that have to be considered. 

One of the main drawbacks of solutions mentioned above is that PoW consensus do not fulfil one of the integrity re-

quirements, i.e. Finality property [12] . The Finality property states that no transaction will be rejected after it is approved

and recorded in the ledger. Simplifying, in Bitcoin it is usually assumed that a transaction is considered as accepted when

about six consecutive blocks are accepted, because with a high probability (but not with certainty) this chain containing

the transaction will be the main one. That property in PoW consensus is called Probabilistic Finality property. In Probabilis-

tic Finality , the risk that a transaction is rejected is mitigated by operational actions, e.g., waiting for some time after a

transaction is recorded in a block and several new blocks are added after it [12] . 

Except using a blockchain as timestamping service, a blockchain can be also used to establish a public key infrastructure.

For example, Fromknecht et al. [13] proposed Certcoin that has no central authority and uses distributed data structures

stored in a blockchain. They assumed that cryptocurrency like Bitcoin or Namecoin is a permanent, public ledger into which

information can be inserted. Because these cryptocurrencies are based on PoW consensus, as mentioned above and de-

scribed in details in [12] cannot fulfil all integrity requirements, i.e. Finality property. Therefore, in such application also

a permissioned blockchain should be used like HyperLedger Fabric v0.6. In recent years, several applications, especially in

healthcare domain, based on permissioned blockchains were proposed. For example, a private blockchain (Hyperledger Fab-

ric) was used by Ichikawa et al. [14] to ensure the integrity and availability of stored personal health records. 

1.1. Motivation and contributions 

The motivation for this paper is to describe a complete solution that would allow to maintain validity of a large num-

ber of digital signatures using a blockchain without the need to do maintenance operations and analyse related security

problems. Individual users or small firms usually do not have specialised IT infrastructure that includes a long-term archive,

which maintain validity of digital signatures by periodically re-timestamping digital signatures. Hence, it is a great advan-

tage to store a digitally signed file together with archival data on a disc and there is no need to do anything more with

it. 

The main contributions of the paper are as follows. First, Round-based Blockchain Time-stamping Scheme (RBTS scheme)

is proposed that allow maintaining signature validity (preserving non-repudiation of origin property) without the necessity

to use timestamps from trusted third parties. The scheme is based on Haber-Storrneta scheme [15] and OpenTimestamps

scheme [10] . In addition to OpenTimestamps, RBTS scheme contains new algorithm for signatures verification according to

modified shell model and an algorithm ( Update-Round ) for adding new signed documents which is extended by instructions

specific to signed digitally documents. The paper also analyses and discusses several security issues related to a blockchain

that must be considered. In contrary to OpenTimestamps, the RBTS scheme requires a permissioned blockchain, because

only those blockchains fulfil all integrity requirements ( Agreement on Transaction Validity, Tamper Evidence, Finality ). Alterna-

tively, the scheme can be used with permissionless blockchain (cryptocurrency), but it will provide lower overall security

level. Instead of Finality property the Probabilistic Finality property can only be assumed and there are no guarantees that

current cryptocurrencies will be available in the long-term. The schemes fulfil also the proof-of-existence property. Similar
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to OpenTimestamps, although one might argue if OpenTimestamps fulfil that property as it is based only on Bitcoin that has

only Probabilistic Finality property. 

The main advantage of RBTS scheme, comparing to XML Advanced Electronic Signatures (XAdES) and RFC 4998 Evidence

Record Syntax (ERS) that are current mainly used solutions to the problem of prolonging signature validity, is that after

inserting data into a blockchain, a user can store a signed document in his storage without the need to do any maintenance

actions in the future, except monitoring security of cryptographic algorithms (like in current Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)).

The scheme is scalable, i.e., it requires embedding a constant number of bytes into a blockchain, independent from a number

of input documents. The scheme allows verifying signature validity using Chain Model and under some conditions using

Modified Shell Model . Moreover, the scheme satisfies non-repudiation requirement for digitally signed documents. 

1.2. Paper structure 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the following section, models of signature verification in the long period

are briefly reviewed. The Section 3 contains informative description of the proposed scheme, a scheme definition, its security

model, and detailed scheme description. In Section 4 , a security analysis and a performance evaluation are described. Finally,

the study’s conclusions are presented. 

2. Preliminaries 

Nowadays, three validity models can be used to verify digital signature [16] : shell model, modified shell model and chain

model . In all models a signature must be mathematically correct; they differentiate in a way how a chain of certificates is

validated. In the shell model , verification time is a basis for the validation decision. In the modified shell model , the signing

time is a basis for the validation decision (if a signature is valid at signing time, it remains valid for all time). In the chain

model all certificates in a certificate chain must be valid at a time when a subordinate certificate was issued. In a situation

when in a subordinate certificate validity period is shorter or equal to a root certificate validity period, the validation in

both models will be identical. The formal definitions for the models are [16] : 

Definition 1. (Modified Shell Model) A digital signature is valid at verification time T v if all certificates in the certification

chain are valid at T s : T i ( k ) ≤ T s ≤ T e ( k ) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ N and no certificate is revoked at T s . 

Definition 2. (Chain Model) A digital signature is valid at verification time T v if: 

1. The end-entity certificate Cer ( N ) is valid at the signing time T s : T i ( N ) ≤ T s ≤ T e ( N ) and Cer ( N ) is not revoked at T s . 

2. Every CA certificate in the chain is valid at the issuance time of the subordinate certificate in this chain: T i (k − 1) ≤
T i (k ) ≤ T e (k − 1) and the certificate Cer(k − 1) is not revoked at T i ( k ) for all 2 ≤ k ≤ N . 

Notation: T v - verification time, T s - signing time, T i issue time, T e - expiration time, Cer - a certificate, Cer ( N ) - a certificate

chain with N certificates, Cer ( k ) - k th certificate from a certificate chain, CA - Certificate Authority. 

Only models mentioned above, i.e., Chain Model and Modified Shell Model , can be used for long-term signature validation.

The basic variant of the scheme presented in the next section works in Modified Shell Model , because certificates’ policies of

most of PKIs do not allow issuing certificates with validity longer than a parent (issuer) certificate. 

3. Signature verification based on a blockchain 

In this section, a scheme that allows verifying signatures in long-term and uses a blockchain instead of timestamps

is proposed. The scheme is designed to be efficient and scalable. Hence, the amount of data that must be inserted into a

blockchain is constant and does not depend on the number of signed documents on input. The linking with a previous block

is a similar approach to Haber and Stornetta scheme [15] and data is inserted to a blockchain similar to OpenTimestamps

[10] . The schemes satisfies the proof-of-existence property (similar to OpenTimestamps). Furthermore, the scheme also sat-

isfies the non-repudiation-of-origin property of digitally signed documents. The scheme is designed to allow verifying digital

signatures using Modified Shell Model . 

3.1. Informative description 

The user signs a document and then sends it to Long-Term Authority (LTA) in one of commonly used formats, e.g. XAdES.

The signature includes declared signing time and a signer’s certificate. The LTA collects data sent by users during a round

which lasts P r seconds (the P r should be equal to an average period P B i between blocks). At the end of round, LTA verifies

signatures from all documents and rejects invalid ones. Afterwards, LTA creates a hash tree, where leaves of the tree are

documents and a root of the tree is the hash that is inserted into a blockchain ( Fig. 1 ). The root of the tree is also linked

with a last block from the blockchain and with current time (the time is taken from LTA clock synchronised with reliable

time signal, e.g. from Global Positioning System). 

LTA for every signed document creates a reduced hash tree, gets a certificate chain associated with user’s certificate, gets

revocation objects (i.e., Certificate Revocation List (CRL) lists, Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) responses) and creates
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Fig. 1. A diagram of a round-based blockchain timestamping. 
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Blockchain Archival Object (BAO) that is send back to a user or a storage system. As long as a blockchain is considered

secure, no further security maintenance actions are required. The system is easy scalable as a number of transactions send

to a blockchain is constant. 

The insertion to a blockchain could be done in several ways. In permissioned blockchains, the data are inserted according

to the blockchain specification. In a cryptocurrency (only when the cryptocurrency fulfils all security requirements), a hash

can be inserted as a hash of a public key of a transaction’ recipient. The cost of a transaction is a commission for miners

and burned coins that are sent to a non-existing address. The LTA monitors the transaction until it is inserted by miners

into a block and j following blocks are mined. If the transaction is rejected, it creates another one with a higher transaction

fee. 

The verification algorithm consists of three steps. In the first step, a verifier computes a hash of the round and verifies if

it is inserted into the blockchain. In the second step, the mathematical correctness of the signature and claimed signature

time are verified based on the time when a block, which contains the hash from the round, was mined. In the final step,

every certificate from the certificate chain, based on the data stored in BAO, is verified using revocation objects. 

3.2. Scheme definition 

In the proposed Round-based Blockchain Time-Stamping scheme (RBTS scheme) the following entities take part: Long-

erm Authority (LTA), Verifier - a user who verify a signature, Signature Creator - a user who create a signature and sends

a signed document to LTA. 

In this paper, the following notation is used (similar to [16] ): B - Blockchain; B i current i th block of the blockchain B, SD k 

- k th signed document, BAO k - Blockchain Archival Object for SD k , ADO k - Archival Document Object - partially filled BAO k , h

- a cryptographic hash function, T s - claimed time when a document was signed, T c - current time; T x - time when a round

was computed, T i - certificate issue time, T e - certificate expiration time, T B i - time when B i was mined, Cer - a certificate,

CerCh k - a certificate chain for SD k , RI k - revocation information related to CerCh k , HT x - a hash tree for round x, RH k - a

reduced hash tree for BAO k . 

Definition 3. The Round-based Blockchain Time-Stamping scheme consists of four polynomial time algorithms: 

1. Setup () → params; Run by LTA; On the output of this algorithm parameters of the scheme are fixed, i.e.: supported

digital signature algorithms, supported hash functions, supported digital signature formats, and the scheme parameters:

blockchain B , cryptographic hash function h, j tr - a minimum blockchain length that is required for the transaction F in
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B i to be considered valid; t int - the maximum period between a previous block and a block with an embedded hash from

a round. 

2. Create-Archival-Document-Object . SD k → ADO k , for k = 1 . . . n ; Run by LTA; This algorithm takes all signed documents

as input and outputs archive document objects for each signed document SD k . 

3. Update-Round . ( ADO 1 , . . . , ADO n , x ) → ( BAO 1 , . . . , BAO n , H x , B i ) ; Run by LTA. This algorithm takes archival document

objects as input and outputs these objects with additional data necessary to verify a signature in long-term and a hash

from a round x ( H x ) is inserted into a block B i of a blockchain. 

4. Long-Term-Verify . ( BAO k , B i ) → true/false; Run by Verifier; This algorithm takes the blockchain archival object and the

blockchain as input and returns true , when the signature and claimed signature time are valid. Otherwise returns false . 

The RBTS scheme can be configured (in Setup algorithm) to support a different digital signature’ algorithms set. Therefore,

algorithms like Generate-Key, Sign , and Verify are not in the scope of the scheme. However, algorithm Verify is internally used

by Long-Term-Verify algorithm. 

3.3. Security model 

A document-centric threat modelling approach was used to model security of RBTS scheme (similarly to [17] ). The se-

cure archiving process is a subject to several threats. During the design process of the scheme, the following threats were

identified: 

• accidental or intentional unauthorised modification of a document; 

• accidental or intentional unauthorised modification of a digital signature attached to a document; 

• unauthorised submission of a backdated document; 

• submission of a document with an invalid digital signature; 

• loss of validity of a digital signature (e.g. disclosure of a private key, end of a certification validity period); 

• loss of trust in authorities that issue a certificate used to sign a document; 

The scheme should be resistant to attacks that implement above threats. The RBTS scheme satisfies the following security

requirements: 

• R1: Non-repudiation of origin - according to ISO/IEC 13888-1:2009: service intended to protect against an entity’s false denial

of having created the content of a message (i.e. being responsible for the content of a message) ; 

• R2: Proof-of-existence - it is possible to proof that a document existed after certain date and before another date (i.e., a

document existed between two points in time); 

The RBTS scheme works with the following security assumptions: 

1. Digital signature scheme should be proven secure against existential forgery under an adaptive chosen message attack

(for definition see [18] ). 

2. The digital signature scheme is independent from a signature scheme used in a blockchain. 

3. The blockchain fulfil the following integrity requirements (for full definitions see [12] ): 

(a) Agreement on Transaction Validity - only a legitimate transaction can be recorded in the ledger, depending on the

transaction semantics. 

(b) Tamper Evidence - the ledger be not tampered with and consistent among participants. 

(c) Finality - no transaction will be rejected after it is approved and recorded in the ledger. 

4. The cryptographic primitives, i.e. digital signature schemes, hash functions are considered to be secure. 

5. Additionally, certificates from a certificate chain are not revoked in the period between calculation of a hash from a

round and insertion of the hash into a blockchain. 

Notice, that there are no confidentiality assumptions related to a blockchain. This results from the fact that RBTS stores in

the blockchain only hashes that can be publicly posted. 

There is no requirement for a specific type of blockchain, except that it must fulfil the integrity requirements from

assumption no. 3. Mainly, the consensus mechanism used in the blockchain has the greatest impact on the fulfilment of the

integrity requirements. Currently, all three integrity requirements, i.e., Agreement on Transaction Validity, Tamper Evidence , and

Finality are satisfied by the PBFT consensus. PoW and PoS (Proof-of-Stake) used in cryptocurrencies do not satisfy Finality

[12] , and PoA does not satisfy Tamper Evidence [19] . Alternatively, the assumption 3c) can be replaced with Probabilistic

Finality requirement. Such assumption lower overall security level but might be acceptable in some cases and allows using

permissionless blockchains, i.e. cryptocurrencies. 

Long-term Authority does not have to be a trusted authority. LTA is expected to execute algorithms without deviation,

since any deviation can be easily verified by users using Long-Term-Verify algorithm. LTA does not possess any secret keys.

Users are sending only a hash of a document and a signature. If full privacy is required (i.e., LTA does not know identity

of signature creators), then users should run Create-Archival-Document-Object algorithm and steps 1 to 9 and step 30 from

Update-Round algorithm. 
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Three types of adversaries A 1 , A 2 and A 3 are defined to describe formally the security model: 

1. Adversary A 1 simulates a malicious user who want to cause the situation where a signed document with an invalid date

will return true when verified using Long-Term-Verify algorithm. A 1 possess a valid certificate and a signing (private) key

or possess currently invalid ones that were valid in the past. In other words, the A 1 performs the following attacks: 

(a) A 1 creates a document with invalid date, but with a valid signature and finds a collision with previously embedded

hash H x in blockchain B . 

(b) A 1 creates a document with invalid date, but with a valid signature and embeds forged hash H x from round x into

block B i of blockchain B that mining time match the invalid date. 

2. Adversary A 2 simulates an adversary who want to invalidate a signature by invalidating at least one certificate from a

certificate chain by any possible way and causing Long-Term-Verify algorithm to return false for a correct signature, i.e.

for a BAO k . In other words, A 2 has the following abilities: 

(a) A 2 tricks CA that issued a given certificate, to invalidate that certificate; 

(b) A 2 steels user’s private key forcing the user to invalidate his certificate; 

(c) A 2 causes CA to stop functioning or to lose trust. 

A 2 executes the attack in which he or she replaces transaction F , where H k ∈ H x ∈ F , from B i to F 
′ 

of his choice, where

F � = F ′ . 
3. Adversary A 3 simulates a malicious user that cooperates with a malicious LTA. The A 3 wants to create a signature for any

given user without possessing a private key and sends it to LTA to be embedded in blockchain B , so Long-Term-Verify will

return true . The A 3 can perform two attacks: 

(a) A 3 creates a valid signature without possessing a private key and sends it to LTA. LTA proceed normally, because the

signature is correct, embeds H k into B and creates BAO k . 

(b) A 3 creates an invalid signature and sends it to LTA. LTA behaves maliciously and accepts the invalid signature. Then

LTA creates valid certificate chain CertCh k and revocation information object RI k without possessing a CA private key.

Finally, LTA embeds H k into a blockchain B and creates BAO k . 

Theorem 1 (RBTS scheme security) . The RBTS scheme achieves security goals (non-repudiation of origin and proof-of-existence)

when adversaries A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 have negligible probability of success under the Assumptions 1–5. 

3.4. Round-based blockchain timestamping scheme 

The RBTS scheme consists of four algorithms. The Setup ( Figure Algorithm 1 ) in executed upon an initialisation of LTA

system. Create-Archival-Document-Object ( Figure Algorithm 2 ) is executed whenever LTA receives a new signed document

and Update-Round ( Figure Algorithm 3 ) is executed at the end of a round. The round should last an average period between

blocks, but it always finishes when a new block in a blockchain is mined. The Long-Term-Verify ( Figure Algorithm 4 ) can be

executed in any moment by the verifier to check if a digital signature is valid. 

Notice that RI are retrieved at the Update-Round execution time to eliminate the possibility that Cer will be revoked in

the period between the SD k is received and the Update-Round is executed. The SD k can be written in one of common formats

(e.g. XAdES). Also, the ADO k can be stored in an XML formal compliant with XAdES. 

Algorithm 1: Setup. 

Input : none 

Output : params 

1 Initiate empty params structure. 

2 Choose and insert IDs of the following algorithms to params: 

3 Alg.B.hash - a cryptographic hash function used in a blockchain; 

4 Alg.tree - an algorithm for creating Merkle tree; 

5 Alg.rtree - an algorithm for creation of a reduced Merkle tree; 

6 Alg.Sig - a digital signature scheme (e.g. Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) or Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm 

(ECDSA)); 

7 Alg.Sig.key - key parameters of Alg.Sig. 

8 Assign to j tr the value of a blockchain length that will mean that B i is successfully inserted into B ; � when a 
permissioned blockchain is used, then j tr = 1 

9 Assign to t int the maximum allowed period between a previous block and a block in which a hash from a round is 

embedded. 

In step 12 in Update-Round , when Bitcoin is used instead of a permissioned blockchain, the H x can be embedded as a

recipient public address (a recipient public address is a hash of his public key). As long as Update-Round uses in step 11

Alg.B.hash , the H x is undistinguishable from a real public address and therefore cannot be rejected because of this. If F is not

inserted into B i , then in B i +1 a transaction fee should be increased. 
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Algorithm 2: Create-archival-document-object. 

Input : SD k 

Output : ADO k 

1 The algorithm creates an empty archival document object ADO k ∈ SD k , C erC h k , RI k , RH k , In f o , wher e In f o ar e other 

technical information necessary to read and verify ADO k ; 

2 Insert SD k into ADO k , T s ∈ SD k , also SD k contains the signature value, Alg.Sig and Alg.Sig.key information; 

3 if SD k / ∈ C erC h then 

4 find and download C erC h k ; 

5 end 

6 Insert C erC h into ADO k ; 

7 Insert In f o into ADO k , i.e., other technical metadata (e.g. LTA identification data, blockchain B reference); 

Algorithm 3: Update-round. 

Input : { ADO 1 , . . . , ADO n } , x - round number, n -number of SD in round x ; 

Output : { BAO 1 , . . . , BAO n } , H x ∈ B i 
1 for k ← 1 to n ; � verify if all signatures are valid 
2 do 

3 Verify if a signature from SD k is mathematically correct using verification algorithm from Alg.Sig; 

4 Verify if claimed signature time T s is earlier or equal to current time and not older than time T B i −1 
when a last 

block in B was mined ( T B i −1 
≤ T s ≤ T c ); 

5 Get CRL lists or query OSCP service and get revocation information about all certificates RI k from C erC h k ; 

6 Verify if all certificates in C erC h k are valid and are not revoked using information from RI k ; 

7 If one of the verifications fails, reject ADO k ; 

8 Else insert RI k to ADO k which results in BAO k ; 

9 end 

10 Create a root hash H root using Alg.tree and BAO k , k = 1 .n as an input; 

11 Create a hash for the round x , i.e. H x = h (H root , h (B last ) , T c , r) , where r is a random value, h is Alg.B.hash , and 

B last = B i −1 ; 

12 Prepare a transaction F for B which has H x built in as one of its fields, i.e. H x ∈ F ; 

13 while F / ∈ B i ; � insert transaction into blockchain 
14 do 

15 send F to be integrated in B i ; 

16 wait until B i is mined; 

17 if H x ∈ F ∈ B i then 

18 break; 

19 end 

20 i = i + 1 ; 

21 end 

22 wait until j tr following blocks are mined; 

23 if a chain with the block B i is rejected then 

24 repeate step 14; 

25 end 

26 for k ← 1 to n ; � prepare the archival objects for storage 
27 do 

28 Create RH k from HT x using Alg.rtree ; 

29 Insert RH k , h (B last ) into BAO k ; 

30 Insert T x = T c , i and r into In f o k from BAO k ; 

31 end 

 

 

 

Long-Term-Verify algorithm verifies signatures using Modified Shell Model . In case the verification using Chain Model is

required, the certificates from a certificate chain can be timestamped using Update-Round before their expiration date and

Long-Term-Verify must additionally verify if each certificate’ timestamp is correct. 

4. Results and discussion 

In this section, firstly performance evaluation of RBTS scheme is presented. Next, security of the scheme is analysed,

followed by a discussion on long-term security aspects of blockchains. 
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Algorithm 4: Long-term-verify. 

Input : BAO k 

Output : true/ false 

1 Calculate H root using RH k and BAO k as an input to Alg.tree ; 

2 Calculate H x = h (H root , h (B i −1 ) , r) , where h = Alg.B.hash ; 

3 Get B i which contains H x from B ; 

4 Find block B last : 

5 p = i − 1 ; 

6 while h (B p )! = h (B last ) do p = p − 1 

7 B last = B p ; 

8 Verify if j tr > j, i.e. if blockchain length j after B i is more than required threshold j tr ; 

9 Verify if a signature from SD k ∈ BAO k is mathematically correct using a verification algorithm from Alg.Sig; 

10 Verify claimed signature time T s : T B last 
≤ T s ≤ T x < T B i ; 

11 Verify if t ′ 
int 

= T B i − T B last 
< t int 

12 foreach Cer in CerCh k do 

13 Verify if Cer is mathematically correct; 

14 Verify if Cer is not revoked based on information from RI k ; 

15 Verify if Cer was valid in period between B last and B i : T i ≤ T B last 
< T B i ≤ T e ; 

16 end 

17 If one of the verifications fail or search in the step 3 fail, return false , else return true ; 

Table 1 

Performance comparison. 

Property Newspaper based 

timestamp (historical) 

XAdES ERS Proposed RBTS scheme 

creation algorithm for n 

documents 

n · t verify 

+ n · t archi v e 
+ t paper 

n · ( t verify 

+ t timestamp 

+ t archi v e ) 

n · t verify 

+ t round 

+ t timestamp 

+ n · t archi v e 

n · t verify 

+ t round 

+ t bchain 

+ n · t archi v e 
maintenance 

algorithm for n 

documents 

not 

required 

n · t timestamp 

periodical time- 

stamping 

t timestamp 

periodical time- 

stamping 

not 

required 

verification 

algorithm for a 

document after p 

re-timestamping periods 

t verify 

requires 

access to 

a newspaper 

t v eri f y + 

p · t ts _ v eri f y 

t verify 

+ t tree + 

p · t ts _ v eri f y 

t verify 

+ t tree 

+ t b _ v eri f y 

long-term 

trust source 

newspaper: inability 

to modify 

all copies 

Trusted Timestamps’ 

Authority 

Trusted Timestamps’ 

Authority 

blockchain: integrity 

assumptions 

 

 

 

 

V  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1. Performance evaluation 

Similar security goals can be achieved through three solutions: (1) newspaper based timestamping (historical) - a hash

from a signed document is published in a daily newspaper, i.e. security is based on an assumption that no one is able to

change all copies of the newspaper; (2) re-timestamping every n years, e.g., XAdES with archival timestamps, or (3) re-

timestamping every n years with usage of hash trees to group documents (e.g., Evidence Record Syntax (ERS) RFC 4998). 

In that section, the performance of two algorithms from RBTS scheme is analysed, i.e., Update-Round and Long-Term-

erify , that have the biggest impact on the performance. The execution of Update-Round algorithm can be divided into a few

phases ( n - number of input documents), i.e. phase 1: n · t verify (time required to verify all signatures), phase 2: t round (time

required to calculate a hash for a round, i.e., a set of n documents), phase 3: t bchain (time required to embed a hash for a

round into a blockchain), phase 4: n · t archive (time required to create an archival form for the signature). 

The Table 1 contains comparison of RBTS scheme with solutions (1)–(3). All algorithms in other solutions, that were

used to create an archival signature, have similar parts for verification of an input signature and for creation of an archival

object. Therefore, t verify is similar in all schemes (in practice one might omit this part of an algorithm when there is low

probability of incorrect signatures). The preparation of an archival object is a simple part of the algorithm with practically

no computations, so the t archive in total time is negligible. The algorithms differ in the part related to measures used to

ensure long-term validity. The XAdES must get a timestamp from TA for every signature. Therefore, when n is large, the

XAdES performance depends on TA capability of simultaneous timestamps’ generation. ERS requires calculating a hash tree

and timestamping only the root of that tree for n signed documents. RBTS in contrast, requires calculating a hash tree and

embedding the root of that tree into the blockchain. Therefore, for n documents ( n ≥ 2) the ERS is the fastest solution. The
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Fig. 2. Comparison of verification time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

blockchain embedding time mostly depends on average time between blocks and is around 60 min (6 × 10 min) in Bitcoin

and 90 s (6 × 15 s) in Ethereum. 

The XAdES and ERS require maintenance, i.e., re-timestamping usually every 2 or 3 years. RBTS scheme similarly to a

historical approach that publish timestamps in daily newspapers does not require any future actions (with the assumptions,

like in other solutions, that used cryptographic algorithms will not be broken). 

The verification procedure is generally fast in all solutions including proposed RBTS scheme when one document is

verified. All solutions require to verify the initial signature based on stored revocation information. XAdES verification has

similar time as ERS solution only requires to additionally recreate (from a reduced hash tree) and verify a root of a hash

tree. That operation is fast, and its execution time is negligible in contrast to a timestamp verification. 

The verification algorithm was implemented and compared with XAdES and ERS. The algorithm was implemented using

C#, and two sets of documents were created. The first set consisted of 10 files with average size equal to 1 MB. The second

one consisted of 100 files. The ECDSA was used as a signature scheme. The test was carried out on a test computer with

an Intel Core i7 7700 K @4,2 GHz processor, 32 GB RAM, and an SSD drive. The test included verification of the two sets of

documents after 5, 10, and 20 years. The test assumes that all files were created in one point in time. 

The tests’ results presented on Fig. 2 show that ERS and RBTS verification time is practically constant and do not depend

on storage period (ERS in fact requires verifying one more timestamp for each two years of storage, but the timestamp

verification time is below 2 ms). The RBTS is slower than ERS, because to simulate a blockchain in the test was used

Bitcoin and blokchain.info service that can return a block with a given number. The time required to confirm that a hash is

embedded in a blockchain ( t b _ v eri f y - steps 1 to 11 of the algorithm) was 37 ms plus additional 286 ms to download two

blocks ( B i , B last ). Possibly, this time might be reduced, when a copy of a blockchain is stored locally. 

The addition (creation) algorithms of ERS and RBTS schemes have similar characteristic as verification. This is mostly due

to the fact that the schemes differ in one computationally intensive operation. ERS requires timestamp and RBTS embedding

data in blockchain (other operations are a few orders of magnitude faster). The RBTS embedding time into a permissioned

blockchain is around 10–15 s, in contrast to below 1s time to get timestamp in ERS. 

To sum up, when comparing ERS to RBTS, the RBTS is slower, but good enough for practical application and requires no

maintenance actions (re-timestamping), which is the biggest advantage of the scheme. 

4.2. Security analysis 

4.2.1. Sketch of the proof of the theorem 

Adversary . A 1 to succeed proceed as follow. Adversary A 1 obtains revocation information object RI k for his certificate

Cer k for given time T . Then A 1 signs a document in time T 2 > T 1 using invalid date T 1 and creates BAO k . Next, A 1 simulates

Update-Round algorithm. A 1 has two options if he or she want to succeed. Firstly, he or she can find some hash H x embedded

in blockchain B that lies in block B i where T B last 
≤ T 1 ≤ T x < T B i . Afterwards, A 1 has to generate such H 

′ 
root , which satisfy

the equation H x = h (H 

′ 
root , h (B last ) , T x , r) , where h ( B last ), T x are known to him and constant and r is a random value. A 1 to

generate H 

′ 
root must find a preimage of a hash function h by changing r or adding some hashes from random documents into

the hash tree. Because h is assumed to be a secure cryptographic hash function the probability of success ξA 1.1 is negligible.

Secondly, A 1 prepares a forged transaction F 
′ 

that contains H x and embeds it into a block B i where T B ≤ T 1 ≤ T x < T B i . To

last 
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do that, adversary A 1 must break Tamper Evidence property of a blockchain B . The probability of success ξA 1.2 of such action

is negligible. Therefore, the probability of success of A 1 is equal to a maximum of ξA 1.1 and ξA 1.2 which is negligible. 

Adversary . A 2 to succeed proceed as follow. Adversary A 2 invalidates at least one of Cert from CerCh k for a given BAO k .

However, A 2 does not have access to all copies of BAO k and therefore the only way for him to cause Long-Term-Verify algo-

rithm to return false is to modify blockchain B. A 2 prepares random transaction F 
′ 
. Then A 2 replaces transaction F with F 

′ 
,

where H k ∈ H x ∈ F . Similarly to A 1 , A 2 has to break Tamper Evidence property of a blockchain B . The probability of success

ξA 2 of such action is negligible. 

Adversary A 3 to succeed has to break the security of a digital signature scheme, so he or she can sign a message of his

choice as any user. Another option for A 3 is to cooperate with LTA that creates false certificate chain CerCh k and revocation

information object RI k . Also, LTA has to break the security of a signature scheme to create false certificates, i.e., to imperson-

ate a Certificate Authority (CA). The probability of success ξA 3 of such action is negligible as it is assumed that a signature

scheme used in RBTS scheme must be proven secure against existential forgery under an adaptive chosen message attack. 

Adversaries A 1 , A 2 and A 3 have a negligible probability of success under the assumptions and therefore, according to

Theorem 1 , we can say that RBTS scheme achieves its security goals. 

4.2.2. Long-term security of cryptographic algorithms 

The cryptographic algorithms might become too weak to provide desirable security level due to development of new

cryptanalysis techniques. It is also possible that in the next 20 years the general-purpose quantum computers will become a

reality. The most popular signature schemes, like RSA or ECDSA are vulnerable to an attack using Shor’s quantum algorithm.

In recent years, several quantum safe (resistant to an adversary using a quantum computer) signature schemes have been

proposed, e.g., BLISS (Bimodal Lattice Signature Scheme) signature scheme based on lattices or hash-based XMSS (eXtended

Merkle Signature Scheme) scheme. However, the schemes are not used in commercial applications yet. Moreover, it is pos-

sible that together with a development of quantum computers, the new quantum algorithms will be invented that can be

used to break signature schemes currently recognized as quantum safe. The situation with hash functions is slightly better:

the Grover’s quantum algorithm can be used to reduce only by half the time required time to find a preimage of hash func-

tions. In the long-term, the possibility that someone will break a hash function (popular hash functions, e.g. SHA256, are

not provable secure) is a much bigger threat. 

One of the simplest and obvious solutions to the problem of long-term security of digital signature schemes is adding

redundancy by using two or more sets of cryptographic algorithms and two or more blockchains based on different cryp-

tographic primitives. The signature is valid as long as one of the algorithms’ sets is secure. When one sets of algorithms

is broken, it is possible to send a document to some notary services for re-signing, so still two algorithms’ sets will be

valid. It is a conceptually easy solution, but it requires to monitor state of algorithms using off-line methods. It also adds

another layer of complexity to a signature verification procedure, when several changes of algorithms have occurred. In case

of blockchains like Bitcoin, the hard fork will be one of solutions when the quantum computer will become a viable threat

or a hash function (i.e., SHA256 in case of Bitcoin) will be broken. 

4.2.3. Long-term security of blockchains 

Apart from the fact, that cryptocurrencies fulfil only Probabilistic Finality property, there are no guarantees that they will

be available in the long-term. However, using a cryptocurrency based on a blockchain has one major advantage, it is possible

to observe exchanges rates of a given cryptocurrency. Major fall of the exchange rate might indicate indirectly that a security

of a given blockchain was compromised. The long-term security of blockchains is an active research area. Except risk related

to cryptographic algorithms mentioned in the previous section, several other issues related to long-term security must be

considered: 

• The Bitcoin was proposed by Nakamoto [1] and launched without any formal proofs for PoW scheme and the backbone

protocol. However, in case of Bitcoin a formal proof was provided later using black-box analysis by Garay et al. [20] . 

• The blockchain should be decentralised. However, recent observations about Bitcoin shows trends towards centralisation

of mining pools. Centralisation of mining power is a threat [21] as it increases a chance for e.g. 51% attack or for a selfish

mining attack. In Bitcoin history one mining pool (GHash.io) temporarily achieved more than 50% of mining power. 

• The cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin are not coordinated, i.e. there is no authority that might force changes (like increasing

the number of transactions in a block) in the protocol. This might in a long-term cause a cryptocurrency to not be able

to adapt to requirements on the market and cause the cryptocurrency to be abandoned by users. 

• The total energy consumption used by all Bitcoin miners is enormously high and is greater than energy consumption in

Austria (in August 2019) [22] . This might cause a shift to Proof-of-Stake (PoS) consensus mechanism. In PoS miners run

a process that randomly selects one of them proportionally to the stake that each possesses according to the current

blockchain ledger. Ethereum is changing into PoS, but this process will require some coordination. It is not known how

the change will influence Ethereum. 

• In many countries around the world legal restrictions concerning cryptocurrencies are imposed by governments. 

• The vulnerabilities in software might lead to unexpected situations in a blockchain, e.g., CVE-2010-5139 in Bitcoin in

2010 or a bug that caused problems with a change from version 0.7 to 0.8 in Bitcoin [23] . If a transaction is in a block

with six subsequent successor blocks, then censoring this transaction has negligible probability. However, the probability

of software errors denies this statement. It also shows that Probabilistic Finality is not a strong assumption. 
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• The implicit assumption that blockchains are trust-free is not clear, because blockchain users must have a certain amount

of trust into the blockchain providers or software developers [24] . 

A hash H x from round x in Update-Round algorithm can be embedded using a mechanism like Smart Contracts that are

available in Ethereum. This simplifies the process, but the major disadvantage is that such approach adds another layer of se-

curity problems related to smart contracts [11] . The security analysis shows that currently Bitcoin (the most widely adopted

cryptocurrency) is not mature enough to be used, because there are many unknowns related to its usage in economy and it

is unknown what will happen with PoW concept that requires enormous amount of energy. 

Nowadays, because of the above facts, it is recommended to use a permissioned blockchain implementing PBFT consensus

with the RTBS scheme. 

5. Conclusion 

The archival document object created by RBTS scheme has a simple form, is easy to store for the long-period and does

not require a secure storage to detect unauthorised changes. The main advantage of RBTS scheme is lack of maintenance

operations like re-timestamping. Verification requires only blockchain archival object and a blockchain. The performance of

the scheme is suitable for practical purposes and the scheme works well with a large number of input documents. 

The security model assumes that a used blockchain fulfil integrity properties. Because of that requirement, a permis-

sioned blockchain should be used, e.g. Hyper Ledger Fabric v0.6 based on Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance consensus.

Alternatively, when a lower security level is accepted, the blockchain fulfilling Probabilistic Finality property (based on Proof-

of-Work consensus), i.e., cryptocurrencies can be used. In that case, two cryptocurrencies should be used at once, which is

a standard approach for timestamps generated by trusted third parties. 

The RBTS scheme implicitly assumes that users are sending signed documents (or only a digital signatures) immediately

after a signature is created. Time stamping provided by the scheme confirms that the document was created in a time

interval, not in a specific point of time. In case of permissioned blockchains that interval will be below 1 min, which is

enough for most of the applications. Alternatively, if lower security assumptions are allowed, then, for example, in Bitcoin

the interval will be around 60 min or and in Ethereum around 1 min. 

Even when Long-Term Authority cooperates with a person who send backdated documents, it will have to use an older

block from the blockchain. This will cause the interval between a last (previous) block and a block to which the hash

from the round will be embedded to increase significantly. Such a case will be detected by Long-Term-Verify algorithm.

Determination of precise maximum value of that interval that should be accepted is a subject of our future works. 

The second specific to RBTS scheme assumption is that certificates are not revoked in the interval starting when the

hash for the round is calculated and finished when the hash is integrated into the blockchain. This interval should be short

enough to be acceptable. In permissioned blockchains the time between block is usually around 10–15 s (In Bitcoin 10 min,

in Ethereum 10–15 s). 
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